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Abstract We extend three-component plane wave beamforming to a more general form and devise a
framework, which incorporates velocity heterogeneities of the seismic propagation medium and allows us
to estimate accurately sources that do not follow the simple plane wave assumption. This is achieved by
utilizing fast marching to track seismic wave fronts for given surface wave phase velocity maps. The resulting
matched ﬁeld processing approach is used to study the surface wave locations of Rayleigh and Love waves
at 8 and 16 s based on data from four seismic arrays in the western United States. By accurately accounting
for the path propagation eﬀects, we are able to map microseism surface wave source locations more
accurately than conventional plane wave beamforming. In the primary microseisms frequency range, Love
waves are dominant over Rayleigh waves and display a directional radiation pattern. In the secondary
microseisms range, we ﬁnd the general source regions for both wave types to be similar, but on smaller
scales diﬀerences are observed. Love waves are found to originate from a larger area than Rayleigh waves
and their energy is equal or slightly weaker than Rayleigh waves. The energy ratios are additionally found to
be source location dependent. Potential excitation mechanisms are discussed which favor scattering from
Rayleigh-to-Love waves.
1. Introduction
A common approach for microseism source localization is plane wave beamforming, such as frequency wave
number analysis (e.g., Kelly, 1967) or higher-resolution variations (e.g., Capon, 1969; Schmidt, 1986), which
exploit multiple stations from a seismic array to infer the back azimuth and phase velocity of the observed
waveﬁeld. Plane wave beamforming assumes a point source in the far ﬁeld where the wave front of the signal
passes over the array as a straight line and also assumes a constant velocity ﬁeld within the area of the seismic
array. These restrictions are only valid when the sources are far enough from the receivers to consider the
far-ﬁeld approximation, which is not the case when performing research on microseisms near coastal areas.
Similarly, the constant velocity assumption is unlikely to hold for seismic arrays with a large aperture and a
complex underlying geological structure.
A popular approach to bypass the plane wave assumption is matched ﬁeld processing (MFP; Baggeroer et al.,
1988, 1993; Bucker, 1976), which was developed in the ﬁeld of ocean acoustics. MFP assumes virtual sources
at any given location (source grid), and synthetic wave propagation solutions according to some propagation model are calculated and correlated with the observed data at each receiver. Hence, MFP estimates the
source power at each grid point with respect to some propagation model. This approach has found multiple
applications in the ﬁeld of seismology and is used over all distance scales, from global detection of teleseismic P waves (e.g., Euler et al., 2014; Neale et al., 2017) to regional detection of reoccurring earthquakes
(e.g., Harris & Kvaerna, 2010) and local detection of microtremors for exploration purposes (e.g., Corciulo
et al., 2012; Cros et al., 2011; Legaz et al., 2009; Vandemeulebrouck et al., 2010; Walter et al., 2015). On global
scales the propagation model is usually associated with predicted travel times from reference models such as
ak135 (Kennett, 2005), while local estimation with MFP mostly relies on spherical propagation in an idealized
medium (constant velocity) in the near ﬁeld.
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A potential application of MFP is the study of microseisms, which are responsible for background oscillations
in the period range of 1 to 20 s (Ardhuin et al., 2015; Haubrich et al., 1963; Longuet-Higgins, 1950). These oscillations can be classiﬁed into two groups, the primary and secondary microseisms, which vary in generation
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mechanism and spectral content. Primary microseisms are generated by a direct coupling of ocean gravity
waves propagating over shallow sloping bathymetry resulting in seismic waves with a period of the ocean
gravity waves (Ardhuin et al., 2015; Hasselmann, 1963; Haubrich et al., 1963). Secondary microseisms are not
generated by direct coupling between an ocean wave and solid earth, but require second-order ocean gravity wave pressure ﬂuctuations, which are realized by two swell trains with similar frequency and opposite
direction (Ardhuin et al., 2015; Longuet-Higgins, 1950).
Microseism body waves have received a great deal of attention (e.g., Boue et al., 2013; Capon, 1973; Euler et al.,
2014; Farra et al., 2016; Gal et al., 2015; Gerstoft et al., 2008; Gualtieri et al., 2014; Haubrich & McCamy, 1969;
Koper et al., 2009, 2010; Lacoss et al., 1969; Landès et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2016; Neale et al., 2017; Nishida &
Takagi, 2016; Obrebski et al., 2013; Pyle et al., 2015; Reading et al., 2014; Toksöz & Lacoss, 1968; Traer et al., 2012;
Zhang et al., 2009, 2010) which can be attributed to the fact that back azimuth and velocity obtained from
plane wave beamforming provide information on their spatial source region. On the other hand, the analysis of microseism surface waves (e.g., Behr et al., 2013; Bromirski & Duennebier, 2002; Bromirski et al., 2005,
2013; Brooks et al., 2009; Cessaro, 1994; Chevrot et al., 2007; Friedrich et al., 1998; Gal et al., 2017; Juretzek &
Hadziioannou, 2017; Kedar et al., 2008; Obrebski et al., 2012; Roux et al., 2005; Schulte-Pelkum et al., 2004;
Stehly et al., 2006) for constraining their source regions has experienced limited application. Triangulation of
back azimuths from multiple arrays is a common approach to infer the source regions (e.g., Friedrich et al.,
1998), but if path propagation eﬀects are neglected or the initial back azimuths are biased by near-ﬁeld
sources the accuracy of the inferred source regions remains questionable.
This poses a hindrance for accurately estimating the microseism source regions of Love waves where their
theoretical generation is only partially understood. In the primary microseisms range, shear traction of ocean
waves on the sea bottom topography is assumed to be the strongest contributor (Saito, 2010), while the generation in the secondary microseism range is less well understood. Previous studies found secondary Rayleigh
and Love waves to originate from similar regions (Behr et al., 2013; Hadziioannou et al., 2012; Juretzek &
Hadziioannou, 2016; Nishida et al., 2008), although diﬀerences have been observed as well (Gal et al., 2017). It
is therefore important to assess accurately the source regions of Love waves to further constrain their possible
generation mechanism.
We draw on several techniques to form an MFP framework for seismic array data, which accounts for path
propagation eﬀects, seismic speed variations, and wave front bending. The framework is then applied to data
from four seismic networks located along the west coast of the United States and used to assess the source
regions of primary and secondary microseism Rayleigh and Love waves. We discuss the importance of the seismic array location with respect to seismic-phase velocity tomography maps, the diﬀerences found between
Rayleigh and Love wave source regions in the primary and secondary microseism range, and potential
candidates for the generation of Love waves.

2. Methods
2.1. Beamforming and MFP
To extend beamforming from the plane wave, approximation to a more general form (MFP) requires two additional considerations when estimating a three-component waveﬁeld. The standard plane wave frequency
wave number beamformer power spectrum is deﬁned as
P(s, f ) =

aH (s, f )R(f )a(s, f )
,
K

(1)

where R(f ) denotes the cross-power spectral density matrix of dimension K × K obtained from the spectral
representation of the seismic data, a(s, f ) is the array steering vector, the superscript H denotes the conjugate
transpose, s is the apparent slowness vector, f the frequency and K the number of stations.
For plane wave beamforming the steering vector is a plane wave
an (s, f ) = e−2𝜋if srn ,

(2)

which is correlated with the observed data. Hence, it estimates the power contributions of plane waves in the
data. The vector rn points from the nth station to a reference point (usually one of the stations). A schematic
example is displayed in Figure 1a. If a near-ﬁeld source is present, which generates an outgoing spherical wave
front, the plane wave assumption does not hold and correlation with a plane wave will not yield the correct
GAL ET AL.
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Figure 1. (a) The common assumption of plane wave beamforming, where a plane wave approaches the array. (b) Equivalent schematic example of a near-ﬁeld
source or arbitrary wave form and (c) the rotation of horizontal component required for three-component matched ﬁeld processing. The wave front of the
source-induced signal is displayed as the thick black line, raypaths as thin black lines, black dots as receivers, and the black stars as sources.

power of the signal. To account for this possibility one can reformulate the steering vector to be dependent
on travel times instead of the slowness and sensor location
aqn (t) = e−2𝜋iftqn ,

(3)

where tqn is the travel time between source q and receiver n and illustrated in Figure 1. If the source is far away,
the wave front passes over the array as a (nearly) straight line and is equivalent to the previously discussed
plane wave steering vector. With this modiﬁcation, the beamforming process samples the power contribution
of spatial locations. If we consider a single-component beamformer, this change alone would be suﬃcient to
estimate near-ﬁeld contributions. For the three-component case, where horizontal components are of interest, it is required to rotate the horizontal components into the direction of the back azimuth of the source
(one horizontal direction looks toward the back azimuth of source, while the other is perpendicular) as shown
in Figure 1c. This is common practice in the simplest three-component beamforming approaches where the
horizontal components are rotated by an angle to estimate a far-ﬁeld source (e.g., Haubrich & McCamy, 1969).
In the case of a near-ﬁeld source, each receiver is required to be rotated by an individual angle (see Figure 1c)
for one speciﬁc source location.
We choose the three-component beamformer proposed by Wagner (1996) for our study. It has the advantage
over the conventional approach (Haubrich & McCamy, 1969) in that it takes coherent polarization propagation
into account, that is, power is estimated by means of coherent phase and polarization summation. We ﬁrst
give a brief introduction to the underlying equations, followed by the necessary modiﬁcations for the MFP
case. The three-component data vector (of 3K dimension) can be written as
[
]T
x3C (t) = xZ (t), xN (t), xE (t)

(4)

and the three-component cross-spectral density matrix (CSDM) can be calculated from its Fourier transformed
part X3C (f ) as
R3C (f ) = X3C (f )XH3C (f ).

(5)

The CSDM is a 3K by 3K Hermitian matrix, where K is the number of stations. From here one can obtain the 3
by 3 polarization covariance matrix
Y3C (s, f) = eH (s, f)R3C (f )e(s, f)

(6)

where e is the orthogonal steering matrix
T

⎡ a1,Z … aK,Z 0 … 0 0 … 0 ⎤
e(s, f) = ⎢ 0 … 0 a1,N … aK,N 0 … 0 ⎥ .
⎢
⎥
⎣ 0 … 0 0 … 0 a1,E … aK,E ⎦

(7)

Each column (we account for the transpose operator here) of this matrix is populated with one steering vector
(equation (2)) and the subscripts Z, N, and E denote the respective component. In general one could estimate
arbitrary propagation over the array by selecting diﬀerent parameters for the steering vectors in each component, but for the case of a speciﬁc wave type the steering vectors are identical on all three components
given that we expect the plane wave to propagate with a deﬁned frequency and apparent slowness. Hence
the polarization covariance matrix Y3C is constructed by correlating plane waves propagating over the array
GAL ET AL.
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on all components. An eigenvalue decomposition can be used to determine the principal components of this
matrix, which in this case are the polarization states of the analyzed waveﬁeld. The eigenvalues 𝜆i determine
the power contribution of a certain polarization which is given by the corresponding eigenvectors ui (s, f ). The
power of the signal with the strongest polarization, which is determined by the corresponding eigenvector
u0 (s, f ) of the largest eigenvalue 𝜆0 , is given as
⎡ PZ (s, f ) ⎤ ⎡ |u0Z (s, f )|2 ⎤
⎢ P (s, f ) ⎥ = ⎢ |u (s, f )|2 ⎥ 𝜆0 .
⎥ ⎢ 0N
⎢ N
⎥
⎣ PE (s, f ) ⎦ ⎣ |u0E (s, f )|2 ⎦

(8)

The power for the radial and transverse component can be obtained by rotating the horizontal components
of the eigenvector into the desired direction
[

uR
uT

]

[
= M(𝛼)

uN
uE

]

[
=

cos 𝛼 sin 𝛼
− sin 𝛼 cos 𝛼

][

]
uN
,
uE

(9)

where 𝛼 is the angle by which the components are rotated. More detail with regard to the beamformer can
be found in Gal et al. (2016).
The extension to the MFP approach requires, as a ﬁrst step, the rotation of the horizontal traces toward the
direction of the source (north component pointing toward the source, which automatically will make it the
radial component) following the illustration in Figure 1c and can be accomplished by the rotational matrix M,
whereas the direction of the source is obtained from the raypaths calculated via fast marching. The rotated
radial and transverse components are then placed into the data vector deﬁned in equation (4) substituting the north-south and east-west component. The rotated data vector is then used to compute the CSDM
as in equation (5). A ﬁnal modiﬁcation is to replace the plane wave steering vectors in the steering matrix
(equation (7)) with the fast marching travel time guided vectors from equation (3). The MFP steering matrix
for the qth source is then
0 … 0
⎡ aq1,Z … aqK,Z 0 … 0
eq (s, f) = ⎢ 0
… 0 aq1,N … aqK,N 0 … 0
⎢
⎣0
… 0
0 … 0 aq1,E … aqK,E

T

⎤
⎥ .
⎥
⎦

(10)

For vertical and radial steering vectors we use the travel times derived from a Rayleigh wave phase velocity
map, while for the transverse component we use the ones derived from a Love wave map. The beam power
obtained for the qth source is in this case already in vertical, radial, and transverse coordinates and does not
require additional rotation
⎡ Pq,Z (f ) ⎤ ⎡ |u0,qZ (f )|2 ⎤
⎢ P (f ) ⎥ = ⎢ |u (f )|2 ⎥ 𝜆0 .
⎢ q,R ⎥ ⎢ 0,qR 2 ⎥
⎣ Pq,T (f ) ⎦ ⎣ |u0,qT f )| ⎦

(11)

2.2. Synthetic Test
The synthetic test presented here is designed to demonstrate how plane wave beamforming behaves in conditions that strongly deviate from the plane wave assumption and how MFP is not bound by these restrictions.
The test is carried out for single-component beamforming as the three-component case follows a similar logic.
The synthetic array conﬁguration is shown in Figure 2. The array is composed of three clusters, where the
centers are 300 km apart. A synthetic point source is placed 300 km to the south oﬀ the middle cluster. We
generate seismic traces of 800-s length at each receiver as xn (t) = cos(2𝜋f (tn + Δt)), where tn is the travel time
between the nth receiver and synthetic source, and Δt denotes a travel time delay and use them as the input
for our synthetic tests.
To make the results between the two approaches comparable we translate the solution of plane wave beamforming, which commonly is a search in wave number space, to the spatial domain. This can be accomplished
since we know the frequency (0.1 Hz) of the source and the propagation velocity (3 km/s) of the synthetic
wave. Then the beam map is a simple one-dimensional line dependent on the back azimuth only. The back
azimuth-dependent beam power is plotted on raypaths outgoing from the center of the middle cluster, f , that
is, the average coordinates of all stations.
GAL ET AL.
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Figure 2. Synthetic tests which demonstrate the characteristics of plane wave beamforming (a–c) under conditions that violate the underlying propagation
assumptions and matched ﬁeld processing (d–f ), which accounts for arbitrary wave front geometries and their associated delay times (e,f ). Receivers are shown
as black dots and the synthetic source as a blue star.

The resulting beam power for the plane wave approach is shown in Figure 2a. The approach identiﬁes three
back azimuths with increased beam power which are 135∘ , 180∘ , and 225∘ . They are a direct result of the
near-ﬁeld source, where the curved wave front approaches each cluster with a diﬀering back azimuth. It is
clear in this example where the source location is known, that the power estimated at 135∘ is due to the left
cluster while the power estimated at 225∘ is due to the right cluster. Hence, it is important to keep in mind
that plane wave beamforming estimates power at back azimuths where partial plane wave coherence over an
array area is given. Without the knowledge of the synthetic source location, this result might be misinterpreted
as three equally strong far-ﬁeld sources. An option would be to analyze each cluster on its own and infer the
true source location, which in this synthetic case where the clusters are spatial separated is an easy task. In
real-world array analysis, ﬁnding the spatially coherent parts of an array would involve many permutations on
smaller subarrays to identify which combination of stations estimate a coherent waveﬁeld. In addition to the
above complications, the estimated power from the plane wave approach is ∼0.16 which is roughly a factor
of 6 lower than the true source power which was set as 1.
To simulate path propagation eﬀects caused by a slow-velocity zone, we delay the phases of the right cluster by 5 s (Figure 2b). Even though the individual clusters are still relatively coherent, the overall resolution
slightly degrades and a delay for one cluster aﬀects the resolution of the remaining two. In the extreme case
where phase delays for each station of the right cluster are assigned randomly (e.g., a large aperture array
with strongly varying phase velocity), there is little power estimated at 225∘ (Figure 2c), but a reduction of the
remaining beam power is still visible.
In the case of MFP for the near-ﬁeld source (Figure 2d), the source location and power are accurately estimated. Apart from the global beam power maximum, we see multiple local maxima in close proximity to the
true source location, which are a result of imperfect spatial sampling given by the array conﬁguration, apparent seismic velocity, and the chosen frequency. For the case of a 5-s and random delay (Figures 2e and 2f ),
MFP obtains the same solution since we can account for the delays and do not have to follow a plane wave
model. In real-world applications, where the phase delays are induced by velocity heterogeneities of the seismic propagation medium and they are accurately known (e.g., through a fast marching estimation of phase
velocity maps), more precise estimate of source power and location will be obtained.

3. Data and Preliminary Testing
To form a MFP framework that is not restricted by the plane wave assumption, accounts for velocity heterogeneities and allows for the detection of near-ﬁeld sources, the following approach is employed:
GAL ET AL.
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Figure 3. (a) Study area with four seismic networks where we use only the colored stations (blue = part of XC network; green = part of FAME array; yellow = part
of SCSN; and red = combination of ANZA and SCSN). As the background, the Love wave phase velocity map at 8 s is shown, where the oﬀshore regions are
interpolated into the constant velocity of 3.2 km/s. (b) Raypaths for a single receiver in the center of CI1 and multiple sources distributed at the edges of the
study area. It demonstrates path propagation eﬀects due to velocity heterogeneities calculated with fast marching. XC = High Lava Plains Broadband Seismic
Experiment; FAME = Mendocino Experiment-EarthScope Flex Array; SCSN = Southern California Seismic Network; ANZA = ANZA regional network.

A well-studied area is chosen, where phase velocity maps for Rayleigh and Love waves in the desired frequency
range exist and a seismic array for the intended task is available. Fast marching (Rawlinson & Sambridge, 2005)
is applied to the Rayleigh and Love phase velocity maps to calculate travel times and bearing angles (back
azimuth between all source-receiver pairs that account for velocity heterogenities) on a source-receiver grid.
The calculated travel times and bearing angles are used as input parameters to steer the three-component
beamformer (Wagner, 1996).
3.1. Area and Phase Velocity Maps
A suitable area for our study is the west coast of the United States, which has been subject of multiple
seismic-phase velocity tomography studies (e.g., Ekström, 2014; Lin et al., 2009; Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016) and
hosts a range of seismic networks which can be utilized to study microseisms. As the underlying Rayleigh and
Love phase velocity maps, we use the results from the eikonal tomography at 8 and 16 s generated by Lin
et al. (2009), which cover the peak period range of primary and secondary microseisms.
The phase velocity maps cover the majority of the United States but need to be extended to cover the ocean
areas where microseisms are generated. For primary microseisms (16 s) this is achieved by smoothly interpolating the velocity map edges into a constant value. All original values of the eikonal tomography are retained
and a smooth transition toward missing values is achieved. At 16 s the interpolation velocities are 3.7 km/s and
3.5 km/s for Love and Rayleigh waves, respectively. The values are chosen as a compromise to minimize the
velocity gradient toward the edges of the original tomography map. This approximation using an empirical
oﬀshore velocity is justiﬁed for primary microseims where little velocity diﬀerence between land and oﬀshore
regions was observed (Bowden et al., 2016). Additionally, raypaths from the seismic array converge toward a
source, and hence, all raypaths between the source and receivers are likely to experience the same velocity
heterogeneities in the oceanic environment, which can be approximated with a constant velocity. The precise velocity oﬀshore does not have to be known, as the beamformer depends on the time delays between
stations and not on the actual travel time.
For secondary microseisms (8 s), where a large diﬀerence between the land and oﬀshore phase velocity was
observed (Bowden et al., 2016), the transition from oceanic to continental velocity can be signiﬁcant and
induce raypath bending. For this purpose a bathymetry-dependent phase velocity is generated (in accordance
GAL ET AL.
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with Bowden et al., 2016) and an example of the Love wave phase velocity map is shown in Figure 3a. Rayleigh
and Love wave maps at 8 s are constructed in a two-stage approach. First, the respective tomography maps
at 8 s are extended by a constant velocity on land where no phase velocity is deﬁned (Rayleigh = 3.05 km/s
and Love = 3.2 km/s) and smoothed toward the original tomography map in order to remove discontinuities.
In a second step the velocity in oﬀshore regions is calculated as
v(x, y) = vc −

d(x, y)
,
4, 000

(12)

where vc is the 3.05 and 3.2 km/s for Rayleigh and Love waves, respectively, and d(x, y) is the spatially dependent bathymetry in meters with x and y being the spatial coordinates. The right-hand side term reduces the
velocity linearly with depth and at 4-km depth the velocity is reduced by 1 km/s, which yields the observed
Rayleigh wave phase velocity (Bowden et al., 2016). Love waves are assumed to be roughly 9% faster (Lin et al.,
2009), which is in agreement with the above equation.
3.2. Seismic Arrays
The west coast of the United States oﬀers a wide range of seismic arrays (temporary and permanent). The
choice of array for this study is based on maximizing the spatial coverage at a given time period which involves
a suitable time overlap of operating permanent and temporary networks (early 2009 is found to be suitable).
The four arrays are the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN; California Institute of Technology (Caltech),
C. I., 1926), the ANZA regional network (ANZA; Vernon & Diego, 1982), the High Lava Plains Broadband Seismic Experiment (XC; James & Fouch, 2006), and the Mendocino Experiment - EarthScope Flex Array (FAME;
Levander, 2007). Only parts of some arrays are suitable given their operational time period or data availability,
and all stations are shown in Figure 3a. We use only parts of the available arrays to either prevent overestimation of certain directions due to the array conﬁguration (e.g., FAME array) or to prevent near-coastal stations
from entering the MFP procedure, which has been shown to degrade the beam power in preliminary testing. Four arrays are formed and denoted as CI1, CI2, XC, and XQ where CI1 is part of SCSN, CI2 is part of SCSN
and ANZA, XC is part of the High Lava Plains Broadband Seismic Experiment, and XQ is part of FAME (for
more details see Figure 3a). All of these arrays have three-component sensors and instruments that have a ﬂat
response (LHZ/N/E) in the microseism range.
3.3. Source-Receiver Grid and Path Eﬀect Parameters
The source grid is constructed between 135–115∘ W longitude and 25–50∘ N latitude. The area is discretized
into a 0.25∘ by 0.25∘ source grid, which was chosen as a compromise between computational burden and sufﬁcient resolution. The source-receiver grid is then constructed as a permutation between all source-receiver
pairs.
The source-receiver grid in combination with the phase velocity maps is used as the input for the fast marching
method (Rawlinson & Sambridge, 2005), which is a grid-based eikonal solver that tracks ﬁrst-arriving wave
fronts. For each source-receiver pair, a synthetic circular wave front is simulated that progressively evolves
outward from the source. The synthetic wave front will be distorted by the seismic velocity heterogeneities
of the phase velocity map, and hence accounts for travel time deviations from a constant velocity model and
wave front bending, that is, propagation path eﬀects. An example is shown in Figure 3b, where raypaths for
a single receiver are shown for 180 sources placed at the edges of our study area. The output that we require
from the fast marching approach are the travel times and bearing angles for each source-receiver pair.
3.4. Seismic Data and Processing
The underlying phase velocity maps (Lin et al., 2009) were generated at 8 and 16 s, which restricts our analysis
to these periods in the primary and secondary microseism range. We select 3 days (7 and 18 February and 28
March) from the ﬁrst quarter of 2009, where the ocean hindcast predicts strong microseisms at these periods
according to the Institut FranÃğais de Recherche pour l’Exploitation de la Mer (IFREMER) model (Ardhuin et al.,
2011), which is an extension based on the WAVEWATCH III model (Tolman, 2009) to hindcast second-order
pressure ﬂuctuations induced by the interaction of ocean gravity waves, and where the hindcast microseism
excitation is expected in diﬀerent spatial locations. The seismic data for these three dates are downloaded via
Obspy (Beyreuther et al., 2010) through the IRIS DMS, SCEDC (2013), and NCEDC (2014). The data are ﬁltered
between 0.01 and 0.3 Hz and although the response is ﬂat in the range of our study, we remove the response as
we will combine two networks with diﬀering instruments (part of SCSN and ANZA). Prior to any processing we
estimate the median power on all receivers to identify any outliers that might bias the beamforming process.
GAL ET AL.
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If a receiver has a median power that is larger or smaller by a factor of 20 on any speciﬁc day, the receiver is
excluded from any further calculation.
We use the travel times and bearing angles obtained at an earlier stage from fast marching as input parameters
for MFP. For each source point q the observed data vector is rotated to form a radial and transverse component
⎡ xZ (t) ⎤
⎡ xZ (t) ⎤
⎢ x (t) ⎥ ←− M(𝛼 ) ←− ⎢ x (t) ⎥ .
q
R,q
⎥
⎢ N ⎥
⎢
⎣ xE (t) ⎦
⎣ xT,q (t) ⎦

(13)

This will ensure that for a given source the polarization at all receivers will be coherent as long as the propagation model is accurately estimated. Unlike in plane wave beamforming where the rotation angle 𝛼 is
identical for all stations, in MFP 𝛼 is determined by fast marching and is likely to diﬀer for all stations. Additionally we modify the steering matrix e, where travel times derived from fast marching are inserted for each
source-receiver pair as shown in equation (10).
The data, sampled at 1 Hz, are cut into 800-s-long windows with 50% overlap. In contrast to plane wave beamforming, a well-resolved frequency spectrum is of higher importance to guarantee accurate coherent phase
summation. In plane wave beamforming, inaccuracies in the spectral estimation lead to a bias in the apparent slowness estimation. In MFP, where the phase velocity of the propagation medium is predeﬁned, a poorly
estimated frequency spectrum results in a degradation of beam power, and hence an inaccurate representation of the observed waveﬁeld. With decreasing frequency, this eﬀect become less important (wavelength
increases and a deviation from the predicted travel time has a smaller eﬀect on phase), and hence, we use the
same window length for the primary microseism analysis as well.
Each window is tapered by the Hann window function to reduce spectral leakage and rotated into the direction of the source before applying the Fourier transform. Each spectral window i is normalized by the total
power of all three components
X̃ i,3C (f ) =

Xi,3C (f )
Li

√

with Li =

|X (f )|2 + |X (f )|2 + |X (f )|2 .
| i,R |
| i,T |
| i,Z |

(14)

This is especially important for seismic arrays with large apertures to reduce spurious amplitude features
induced by, for example, earthquakes, path propagation eﬀects, and sensor faults. The CSDM is then averaged
over time to obtain an average daily representation of the waveﬁeld
R3C (f ) =

1∑̃
X (f )X̃ Hi,3C (f ),
N i i,3C

(15)

where N is the number of windows.
For our MFP approach we chose the frequency wave number (f-k) approach as the underlying beamformer.
We have tested higher-resolution algorithms such as MVDR (Capon, 1969) and MUSIC (Schmidt, 1986) but did
not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant performance increase when analyzing fundamental Rayleigh and Love waves. This
is likely due to the robust nature of the f-k approach, while MVRD and MUSIC have stronger penalization in
the case of a synthetic versus observed ﬁeld phase mismatch. With higher-quality-phase velocity maps, the
higher-resolution approaches are likely to become the preferred methods in the future.
3.5. Sensitivity of the Approach
To compare our MFP approach to conventional plane wave beamforming and assess their sensitivities, we
perform a synthetic test. Four continuous point sources with equal power are distributed in the oceanic environment (see Figure 4), and their travel times and bearing angles are used as input parameter to generate the
synthetic Rayleigh wave signals at each receiver. We then use plane wave beamforming and our MFP approach
to estimate the capabilities of the two methods. In Figure 4 we display results for both approaches, for two
individual arrays (CI1 and XC) and the incoherent summation result (CI1 + CI2 + XC). For plane wave beamforming, we ﬁnd strong directionality (narrow directional beam, see Figure 4a,b) which on average misses
the synthetic source because it does not account for the velocity structure. Additionally, the power of all four
sources is not recovered accurately. The incoherent summation of the three arrays (Figure 4c) leads to an
incorrect result where only a single beam maximum is in close proximity to a synthetic source.
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Figure 4. Resolution and sensitivity tests using four synthetic sources (yellow stars) for plane wave beamforming (top row) and MFP (bottom row). The sensitivity
is demonstrated with the CI1 array (a, d), the XC array (b, e), and an incoherently combined result of CI1 + CI2 + XC (c, f ). We used travel times obtained with fast
marching from the 8-s Rayleigh wave map to generate the synthetic data. Sensitivity maps for Love waves follow a similar pattern. MFP = matched ﬁeld
processing; XC = High Lava Plains Broadband Seismic Experiment.

For our MFP approach the beam power maxima of the CI1 and XC array (Figures 4d and 4e) coincide with the
locations of the synthetic sources and very little power bias is observed. However, we observe a much broader
directionality, which is a result of path propagation eﬀects. For the case of the CI1 array in Figure 4d, the most
northern source at 45∘ N–125∘ W is very badly constrained by the beam power due to the strong focusing
eﬀect of the heterogeneous phase velocity shown in Figure 3b. This means that the southern arrays CI1 and
CI2 have very little sensitivity to this area and a more reﬁned location is restricted due to the nature of path
propagation eﬀects. Nevertheless, given that the XC array shows a good localization in this area (Figure 4e), the
resulting incoherently averaged beam map (Figure 4f ) shows a much improved localization of the synthetic
source regions compared to the plane wave approach. This test proves to be very useful not only to assess
the capability of the multiple array geometry for accurate source recovery but also to assess the restrictions
imposed by path propagation eﬀects. For completeness, the beam maps for the CI2 and XQ array can be found
in the supporting information (Figure S1).
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Figure 5. Analysis of the Chino Hills earthquake in California with a part of the SCSN (a, b) and XC (c, d). Results from
plane wave beamforming (left column) and MFP (right column) are shown. The true earthquake location is marked by
the two red circles. SCSN = Southern California Seismic Network; XC = High Lava Plains Broadband Seismic Experiment;
MFP = matched ﬁeld processing.

3.6. Earthquake Source
To verify the applicability of our approach to observed data, we analyze the Chino Hills earthquake (magnitude
5.5 Mw ) which occurred in Southern California on 29 July 2008. The earthquake is analyzed with the available
stations of the XC array and a small part of the SCSN. These two test cases aim to verify whether MFP can
locate the source accurately in the near ﬁeld (SCSN) and over a large distance subject to seismic-phase velocity
heterogeneities (XC) in comparison to plane wave beamforming. The results for the near-ﬁeld case with SCSN
are shown in Figures 5a and 5b for the radial component. Plane wave beamforming estimates multiple back
azimuths (Figure 5a), which are likely induced by partial coherence similar to the synthetic case (Figure 2). The
source location is accurately recovered with MFP (Figure 5b) and veriﬁes the integrity of our approach. For
the case of XC, plane wave beamforming estimates a very sharp back azimuth (Figure 5c), but it misses the
source likely due to path propagation eﬀects. In the case of MFP the source is well constrained in the west-east
direction but poorly constrained in the north-south direction.
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This simple test shows that the radial resolution (radial-outgoing from the array center) is poorer than the
perpendicular resolution, which can be explained by the bearing angles. A virtual source that is moved away
from the array will induce strong bearing angle changes in the near ﬁeld that asymptotically diminish with
increasing source-array distance until the far-ﬁeld approximation is reached. Hence, the farther the source
is away from the array, the less accurate it can be constrained in distance. This manifests as streaks of beam
power in the radial direction. In MFP, this is addressed by a modiﬁcation of the steering vector to weaken beam
power with distance. While this modiﬁcation is useful for the very near ﬁeld case and point sources, it does not
perform well at our scales and is therefore not implemented. If used, it would lead to an over ampliﬁcation of
the near ﬁeld given that multiple sources with diﬀering azimuths are present in the microseism waveﬁeld.
Ideally we would like to use all available seismic stations simultaneously to increase the radial resolution. For
the example of an earthquake, this is possible since the earthquake can be approximated by a single point
source with a well-deﬁned signal onset. The spectral properties of the observed waveﬁeld at each station are
representative of the earthquake source, and phase coherent summation will be applicable. For microseisms
the sources are spatially extended and while they can be modeled as a superposition of multiple point sources,
the resulting waveﬁeld is dependent on the spatial distribution of the individual point sources and their individual source function. Hence, the spectral phases calculated from the observed waveﬁeld are modiﬁed for
each propagation direction and coherent summation is unlikely to succeed. An example demonstrating the
issue with a coherent summation for two point sources is displayed in Figure S3. We therefore chose to analyze microseisms separately by each seismic array and incoherently average the resulting normalized beam
powers.
Additionally, we process an oﬀshore earthquake with conventional plane wave f-k beamforming and MFP
to estimate the accuracy of our approach for the oﬀshore environment (Figure S2) at 8 s where we use the
depth-dependent phase velocity. The earthquake epicenter is accurately located with our MFP approach
using Rayleigh and Love waves, and hence validates the accuracy of our approach.

4. Results
4.1. Primary Microseims
The combined beam power maps from MFP for the three days are shown in Figure 6. For each day, we display
the ocean wave height and dominant swell direction (Figures 6a, 6d, and 6g) for a comparison with the combined beam power maps from all four arrays. For completeness, all the results from each array are displayed
in the supporting information (Figure S4–S6). The beam power in deeper parts of the ocean was empirically
reduced given that the eﬀective excitation of 16 s primary microseisms is distributed around a depth of 30 m
(Ardhuin et al., 2015). We observe that primary microseisms do not show signiﬁcant spatial changes in the
combined result even though the spatial swell distribution and wave height diﬀer on all three days. The wave
heights do not correlate with the relative beam powers, which point toward the same areas for all three days.
This is not surprising since the transfer of swell energy to primary microseism is bathymetry and sea bottom
slope dependent (for bathymetry information, see Figure S7). The areas where bathymetry and slope conﬁguration are favorable show the highest beam power. The southwestern coast line of Vancouver Island with
many shallow continental shelf regions generates the strongest Rayleigh and Love waves. Additionally, the
island’s coastline is in line with the seismic arrays, and hence the power contribution from sources are added
constructively to increase the power.
The combined representation of Figure 6 is appropriate for Rayleigh waves which propagate in all directions
from their source, but does not show the whole picture for Love waves which are predicted to have a directional radiation pattern (Saito, 2010). An indication of such excitation can be seen around the 40∘ N–125∘ W
source, where a swell direction from the west induces a weaker beam power while a north west swell shows
increased beam power. To investigate the Love wave directionality in more detail, we display the beam power
for the 28 March for each array in Figure 7. When comparing XC and XQ (Figures 7a and 7b), XC estimates
a source close to 40∘ N–125∘ W while XQ, which is more in line with the swell and that particular coastline,
estimates a weaker source. This is in agreement with the theory of Saito (2010), which predicts strongest excitation of Love waves perpendicular to the swell direction. However, one should keep in mind that the swell
direction in shallow water changes with the slope of the bathymetry, and the direction in shallow water can
diﬀer from the open ocean swell direction in coastal regions.
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Figure 6. Combined result of all four arrays for primary microseism Rayleigh and Love waves at 16 s. Each row represents a diﬀerent day (7 and 18 February and
28 March), while the ﬁrst column is the average wave height and mean swell direction, the second column shows the Rayleigh wave beam maps, and the third
column shows the Love wave beam maps.
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Figure 7. Detailed beam maps from all four arrays for primary microseisms on 28 March. The green arrows denote the mean swell direction as in Figure 6.

The two remaining arrays (Figures 7c and 7d) also observe Love waves which could originate from the same
source. If they originate from the same coastline, it would be in violation of the assumed directional radiation.
However, it is not clear whether they are generated in the same place. They could be generated farther down
the coast which faces west. Given that both CI1 and CI2 observe primary microseism Rayleigh waves from
the south west (Figure S6a and S6b) while no Love waves are detected (Figures S6e and S6f ), the generation
mechanism proposed by Saito (2010) appears to be valid.
Another striking feature is the diﬀerence in beam power maps between the two arrays in Figures 7c and 7d.
The centers of the two arrays are only ∼200 km apart, but CI1 observes only weak energy from Vancouver
Island compared to CI2. This example shows that path propagation eﬀects can strongly inﬂuence the observed
waveﬁeld even within a few hundred kilometers.
We estimate the Rayleigh to Love wave ratio from the radial to transverse component between the strongest
primary microseism sources for each day (only beam power from oceanic grid points is counted). The ratios
are XC 0.7 ± 0.02, XQ 0.35 ± 0.08, CI1 0.3 ± 0.03, and CI2 0.32 ± 0.06. They were estimated as the mean from the
three days of data used for analysis along with their respective standard deviations used as conﬁdence intervals. This is in accordance with previous studies which show that Love waves dominate the primary microseism
range (e.g., Nishida et al., 2008).
4.2. Secondary Microseisms
Secondary microseisms are not generated by direct coupling between ocean waves and the solid Earth, but
require second-order ocean gravity wave pressure ﬂuctuations that are created by two swell trains with similar
frequency and opposite direction. The IFREMER model is capable of hindcasting these pressure ﬂuctuations,
which excite secondary microseisms. Hence, instead of using wave heights to gauge the source regions we
utilize the model-predicted pressure ﬂuctuations to calculate the displacement as seen from each array and
combine it to obtain an average result which is displayed in Figures 8a, 8d, and 8g for the three days. We
use the hindcast with coastal reﬂection coeﬃcients of 10/20/40% for resolved land (anything bigger than
0.5∘ ), unresolved land (smaller than 0.5∘ ) and icebergs. Additionally, we use the ocean site eﬀects as given by
Longuet-Higgins (1950). For the attenuation term, we choose a group velocity vg = 2.6 km/s and a quality
factor Q = 150. While the group velocity is a realistic value in our region, the quality factor is chosen empirically. We used previously estimated products of vg Q (Stutzmann et al., 2012) as a guideline for the bounds
and adjusted Q within these bounds to ﬁt the observations. Hence, the relative displacement presented is
intended to be a guide but could diﬀer given other quality factor values.
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Figure 8. Combined results for secondary microseisms following the same outline as Figure 5, with the exception of the
ﬁrst column which replaces wave heights by displacement associated with secondary microseism excitation.

The MFP results for secondary microseisms are displayed in Figure 8. For completeness, all the results from
each array are displayed in the supporting information (Figures S8–S10). We omit the use of the XQ array due
to the low quality of estimated source regions. This is likely a result of a very diﬀuse waveﬁeld as secondary
microseisms propagate from a wide range of back azimuths and the limited number of seismic sensors leads
to a low resolution. With the absence of the XQ array, combining the data as previously would increase the
strength of the southern sources given that two arrays in the south are in close proximity. We therefore average
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CI1 and CI2 ﬁrst, normalize the beam map, and then average with XC to produce the ﬁnal result displayed in
Figure 8. The beam map cutoﬀ boundary in deeper ocean is extended to account for reasonable distances
aided by the predicted displacements from the IFREMER model. This is a reasonable assumption given that
displacement contributions from regions farther from the coast are predicted to be negligible (see Figures 8a,
8d, and 8g).
The observed source regions correlate well with the model-predicted regions with the exception of the
40∘ N–45∘ N/130∘ W–125∘ W quadrant where strong displacement is predicted but not observed. The general
trend shows that Rayleigh and Love wave generation regions are closely related; however, the beam map
reveals diﬀerences as well. On 7 February (Figures 8a–8c) diﬀerences oﬀshore of California are visible between
Rayleigh and Love waves. The same spatial region is also more pronounced for Love waves on 18 February.
A good opportunity to study the diﬀerences between Rayleigh and Love waves is identiﬁed on 18 February,
where a strong and spatially constrained source is predicted by the model (Figure 8d). The observed Rayleigh
waves are estimated from the expected region and match the model well. For Love waves the estimated
source region is broader and around the Rayleigh wave source maximum. A similar but less pronounced pattern can be found on 28 March where Love wave maxima are distributed around the Rayleigh wave source
region.
The Rayleigh to Love wave ratios, calculated between the strongest source in the ocean of the radial and
transverse component, are XC 0.86 ± 0.13, CI1 1.28 ± 0.14 and CI2 1.24 ± 0.19. Hence, the southern arrays
show a dominance toward Rayleigh waves and the northern array shows a slightly higher Love wave power
distribution between the horizontal components of Love and Rayleigh waves.

5. Discussion
The following section is divided into the discussion of the technique and the results. We discuss the optimal
way MFP can be applied to the observation of microseisms and possible ongoing developments. Then, we
discuss the diﬀerences between the ocean hindcast and the observed waveﬁeld, diﬀerences between source
regions of Rayleigh and Love waves and their ratios, and potential Love wave generation mechanisms.
We observe in our study that MFP of surface wave microseisms works best if the seismic array location is not
in the immediate near ﬁeld of extended sources. This is directly linked to the spatial extent of the source area
and the resulting frequency spectrum which yields an average phase of the source. The ill-conditioned Fourier
spectrum is likely to degrade the performance of the beamformer and might lead to beam power estimates
with low conﬁdence. This problem could be addressed by spatial averaging to decorrelate the spatial source
with the help of a very dense uniform linear array (Goldstein & Archuleta, 1991). Another option to increase
conﬁdence in the results is to use arrays with a large number of sensors. With an increasing number of sensors a better estimate of the spatial Fourier spectrum can be achieved. We have experimented with diﬀerent
temporal windows lengths (200–8,000 s) but have found little diﬀerence in the results. While a large window
will give a better Fourier spectrum estimation, more sources are present in the estimated seismic trace. By
contrast, a short trace will have less sources but a poorer frequency resolution.
Another factor for the accurate estimation of the waveﬁeld are the phase velocity maps. They are currently at
a precision where f-k MFP yields consistent results that correlate well with a hindcast. In the future, where new
or improved phase velocity maps will be generated for more regions, the access to MFP will potentially allow
higher-resolution techniques to be applied. With the deployment of OBS stations, the phase velocity coverage of oﬀshore regions will be extended and allow for better source location of microseism surface waves.
Additionally, one could substitute the fast marching method with a ﬁnite diﬀerence or ﬁnite element method
for solving the full elastic wave equation in order to account for ﬁnite frequency eﬀects in the propagation
medium. This will be especially beneﬁcial for local models where the seismic structure is well constrained and
amplitude sensitive MFP will be available. On the other hand, the current approach with fast marching is several orders of magnitude faster in terms of computational time (travel times and bearing angles for this study
were calculated under an hour on a single CPU core).
Our study shows a good correlation to model-predicted microseism generation regions, but consistent differences can be seen for secondary microseisms. The California networks CI1 and CI2 seem to always observe
energy from the southwest even when little displacement is predicted, while the oﬀshore Oregon region
(40∘ N–48∘ N/130∘ W–125∘ W) is predicted to have excitation over a wider area. The likely cause is a mixture
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of model errors and path propagation eﬀects. We have tested diﬀerent settings for the predicted microseism
excitation (Ardhuin & Roland, 2012), which are wave height, period, and bottom slope of the shore face dependent and displayed the results in Figure S11, but found little diﬀerence which would explain the mismatch
between model and observation. The observational absence for predictions of strong displacement from the
40∘ N–45∘ N/130∘ W–125∘ W quadrant (Figurea 8b, 8e, and 8h) could be due to increased sediment thickness
(Divins, 2003; Wong & Grim, 2015) in the generation area, which has been shown to trap and successively
reduce the microseism energy propagating toward the receiver (Gualtieri et al., 2015). Additionally, we have
tried to analyze earthquake surface waves originating from this quadrant. We were not able to ﬁnd any surface waves with the XC array for multiple earthquakes with a magnitude > 5 mb. Hence, it is very likely that a
large part of the energy from this region is blocked on its path to the array. For California the improved parameterization of the microseismic displacement model (Ardhuin & Roland, 2012) shows an increase in modeled
displacement in the southern regions (Figures S11c and S11d), which ﬁts well for 18 February and 28 March
but is absent on 7 February.
A general agreement between source regions of secondary microseism Rayleigh and Love waves is observed,
but on a smaller scale diﬀerences are identiﬁed. Love waves whose generation mechanism in the secondary
microseism range is to date unclear, have in the past been identiﬁed to originate from similar azimuths
as Rayleigh waves (e.g., Haubrich & McCamy, 1969; Lacoss et al., 1969); however, a recent high-resolution
study showed that the azimuths can diﬀer (Gal et al., 2017). With the current study we are able to estimate
the generation regions with the help of multiple arrays and can further constrain the potential generation
mechanisms.
A suggested conversion from oceanic Rayleigh waves to continental Love waves (Gregersen, 1978) seems
unlikely to be a major contributor. The conversion is predicted to be more important with an increasing seabed
slope and long wavelength of Rayleigh waves. Such conversion for primary microseisms is on multiple occasions not observed (Figures S4b, S4c, S4f, S4g, S5a, S5c, S5e, S5g, S6a, S6b, S6e, and S6f ), and hence, it is unlikely
that it would have a signiﬁcant eﬀect in the secondary microseism range. The only exceptions are arrays XQ
and XC, which observe Rayleigh and Love waves from the direction of Vancouver Island, but the continental
slope in this region is very small and hence it is unlikely that a conversion takes place. Further, a proposed
excitation via seamounts would require the generation regions to be identical or at least conﬁned within the
generation areas of Rayleigh waves. This type of generation is not observed for Love waves which seem to
originate from a broader region than Rayleigh waves.
Other proposed excitations are via a type of scattering or interaction with a sedimentary basin. Of these two
scenarios, scattering from Rayleigh to Love waves seems to be the more likely mechanism, as Rayleigh waves
radiate from the source omnidirectionally and scattering into Love waves during their propagation would
create a larger source area for Love waves. An interesting observation is that Love wave source maxima seem
to lie around that of Rayleigh waves (Figures 8e, 8f, 8h, and 8i). A similar observation has been observed for SH
waves by Liu et al. (2016) in their Figure 5d, which could point to a similar excitation for Love and SH waves.
The energy ratio between Rayleigh and Love waves has been under increasing investigation in recent years
(e.g., Gal et al., 2017; Juretzek & Hadziioannou, 2016; Nishida et al., 2008; Tanimoto et al., 2015, 2016). Our
observations conﬁrm prior ﬁndings that Love waves are stronger in the primary microseism range and equal
or weaker on average in the secondary microseism range. The ratios depend on the geographical location
(Juretzek & Hadziioannou, 2016) and also diﬀer in back azimuth for the respective array (Gal et al., 2017). In
this study we ﬁnd that diﬀerent source locations result in diﬀerent Rayleigh to Love wave ratios, and hence,
the ratio is a function of source location, path propagation eﬀects, and geographical position of the array.
Given that secondary microseism source locations change with time, the Rayleigh-Love wave ratio also varies
with time.

6. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a generalized approach to the processing of array data which removes both the plane
wave assumption and the assumption of homogenous underlying geology. Near-ﬁeld sources and velocity
heterogeneities can be incorporated into MFP to study surface waves in more detail and infer the location
from which they are generated.
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When applied to the microseism waveﬁeld in the western United States, we ﬁnd primary microseisms to be
dominated by Love waves, which show directional characteristics as predicted by theory. In the secondary
microseism range, Rayleigh waves are on average equal or stronger to Love waves and both originate from
similar regions. On smaller scales, a diﬀerence between the generation regions is observed, where Love waves
show excitation in a broader area compared to Rayleigh waves. The most likely excitation mechanism of Love
waves seems to be scattering from Rayleigh to Love waves. We observe a pattern where source maxima of
Love waves lie around the source maxima of Rayleigh waves, which agrees with the pattern of previously
observed secondary microseism SH waves located around the P wave source.
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